Finish the Sentence

Directions: Read each sentence and then select a word from the word bank that best completes the sentence. Write the word on the blank line and then draw a circle around the -er, -ar, or -or in the final unaccented syllable.

Word Bank
error spider flavor stranger harbor nectar

1. The __________________ made a beautiful web.

2. We watched the boat pull into the __________________.

3. The teacher found an __________________ on my math paper.

4. I love the __________________ of lemons.

5. The bumblebee was getting __________________ from the flower.

6. You are not supposed to talk to a __________________.
Finish the Sentence

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and then select a word from the word bank that best completes the sentence. Have him or her write the word on the blank line and then draw a circle around the -er, -ar, or -or in the final unaccented syllable.

Word Bank

calendar  father  rumor  motor  brother  cellar

1. It is not very nice to spread a ____________ about someone.

2. Do you have a little ____________ or a little sister?

3. My grandma used to keep vegetables in the ____________.

4. I will ask my ____________ to drive me to the ball game.

5. My mom wrote my birthday on the ____________.

6. When the kitten was purring it sounded like a ____________ running.

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)
Word Study & Vocabulary 1: Unit 22: Unaccented final syllables -er, -ar, -or